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Structure of the question paper and allocation of marks are given below. 

Note: All sections are compulsory. 

Section – A (30 Marks) 

(Attempt all questions in this section, all carry equal marks) 

(All are CO1) 

1. In most cases, the focus strategy is best managed using a ____ structure. 

a. Simple 

b. Functional 

c. Multidivisional 

d. Vertical 

 

2.  ____ controls are objective criteria that allow corporate managers to evaluate the returns 

earned by individual business units. 

a. Strategic 

b. Managerial 

c. Financial 

d. Environmental 

 

3. Which of the following is a FALSE statement about corporate governance? 

a. Governance is used to establish order between parties whose interests may be in 

conflict. 

b. Corporate governance mechanisms sometimes fail to monitor and control top 

managers' decisions. 

c. Corporate governance mechanisms can be in conflict with one another. 

d. If properly established, the board of directors will remain effective as a governance 

mechanism for many years. 

 

 



4. The use of alliances 

a. is unlikely to yield success if partnering firms are headquartered in the same 

country. 

b. may be too restrictive to facilitate entry into new markets. 

c. usually increases the investment necessary to introduce new products. 

d. is increasing, especially among large global firms. 

 

5. A(an) ____ occurs when one firm buys a controlling, or 100% interest, in another firm. 

a. Merger 

b. Acquisition 

c. spin-off 

d. Restructuring 

 

6. The more “constrained” the relatedness of diversification, 

a. the less likely the firm’s portfolio of businesses will reduce the firm’s variability in 

profitability. 

b. the wider the variation in the portfolio of businesses owned by the firm. 

c. the more links there are among the businesses owned by an organization. 

d. lower the proportion of total organizational revenue derived from the dominant-

business. 

 

7.  The resource-based model of the firm argues that 

a.   all resources have the potential to be the basis of sustained competitive advantage. 

b.   resources alone can be a source of sustainable competitive advantage. 

c.   the key to competitive success is the structure of the industry in which the firm competes. 

d.   resources that are valuable, rare, costly to imitate, and non-substitutable form the basis of a    

     firm's core competencies. 

      

8.  The ultimate test of the value of a corporate-level strategy is whether the 

a.    corporation earns a great deal of money. 

b.    top management team is satisfied with the corporation's performance. 

c.    businesses in the portfolio are worth more under the management of the company  

       in question than they would be under any other ownership. 

d.    businesses in the portfolio increase the firm's financial returns. 
      

  9.  To successfully implement a cost leadership strategy, there is a need for 

 a. freedom from constraining rules. 

 b. centralization of authority. 

 c. communication between functional silos. 

 d. sharing of competencies among divisions. 

 

          10.  The presence of barriers to entry in a particular market will generally make acquisitions ____    

                 as an entry strategy. 

 a. less likely 

 b. more likely 

 c. Prohibitive 



 d. Illegal 

 

11. When the costs of supplies increase in an industry, the low-cost leader 

a. may continue competing with rivals on the basis of product features. 

b. will lose customers as a result of price increases. 

c. will be unable to absorb higher costs because cost-leaders operate on very narrow 

profit margins. 

d. may be the only firm able to pay the higher prices and continue to earn average or 

above- average returns. 

 

12. When selecting a business level strategy, the firm must determine all of the following    

       EXCEPT 

a. How will the customer's needs be satisfied? 

b. Who is the customer? 

c. What are the customers' needs? 

d. Why should these customers’ needs be satisfied? 

 

13.  The strategic management process is 

a. a set of activities that will assure a sustainable competitive advantage and above-

average returns for the firm. 

b. a decision-making activity concerned with a firm's internal resources, capabilities, 

and competencies, independent of the conditions in its external environment. 

c. a process directed by top-management with input from other stakeholders that 

seeks to achieve above-average returns for investors through effective use of the 

organization’s resources. 

d. the full set of commitments, decisions, and actions required for the firm to achieve 

above-average returns and strategic competitiveness. 

 

  14   All of the following are assumptions of the industrial organization (I/O) model EXCEPT 

a. Organizational decision makers are rational and committed to acting in the firm's 

best interests. 

b. Resources to implement strategies are firm-specific and attached to firms over the 

long-term. 

c. The external environment is assumed to impose pressures and constraints that 

determine the strategies that result in above-average returns. 

d. Firms in given industries, or given industry segments, are assumed to control 

similar strategically relevant resources. 

  

  15. A firm's ____ specifies the work to be done and how to do it. 

a. Structure 

b. Controls 

c. Culture 

d. Strategy 

  

  16.  Each of the following is a rationale for acquisitions EXCEPT 

a. achieving greater market power. 



b. overcoming significant barriers to entry. 

c. increasing speed of market entry. 

d. positioning the firm for a tactical competitive move. 

 

  17. Conglomerates follow the ____ diversification strategy: 

a. Unrelated 

b. related constrained 

c. related linked 

d. Global 

 

  18. Business-level strategies are concerned specifically with: 

a. creating differences between the firm's position and its rivals. 

b. selecting the industries in which the firm will compete. 

c. how functional areas will be organized within the firm. 

d. how a business with multiple physical locations will operate one of those locations. 

 

  19. Michael Porter points out that strategic fit among many activities is fundamental to 

a. the development of core competencies for a firm. 

b. the breadth of competitive scope for a firm. 

c. sustainability of a firm’s competitive advantage. 

d. the integrity of the firm’s value chain. 

 

  20. The root of all competitive advantages is the 

a. technology possessed by the firm 

b. amount of capital resources readily available. 

c. capacity for good decision-making by a firm’s executives. 

d. knowledge possessed by human capital. 

 

Section – B (40 Marks) 

Read the case “ESSAR OIL LTD: STRATEGIC CSR LEADING TO SUSTAINABILITY and 

answer the following questions of section B and C. 

1. What are the CSR and sustainability challenges for physical asset based organisations? 

(10 marks)                                                                                                         CO 2 

2. EOL is spending considerable amount to fulfill its long commitment to local community 

to provide water and fodder. What is the argument in favor of keeping on complying with the 

commitment OR move towards full stage sustainability and what are the pros and cons of both 

the scenarios? (10 marks)         CO 2  

3. What difference you perceive between earlier CSR and present CSR approach of EOL when it 



is being implemented through Essar Foundation.   (10 marks)    CO 3 

4. What is the status of alignment of CSR with business and how this new approach will bring 

alignment at corporate, business and plant level? (10 marks)    CO 3  

 Section – C (30 Marks) 

 

5. What are the various elements of blue print, which Mr. Arora will be presenting to Mr. 

Manoharan in terms of          

a. What are the social, environmental, economic and technical elements that will be considered? 

(10 marks)            CO  4 

b. What is the role of external stakeholders such as community and Government? (10 marks) 

            CO  4 

c. What is the model in terms of implementation of the solution? (10 marks) CO  4 

 

ESSAR OIL LTD: STRATEGIC CSR LEADING TO SUSTAINABILITY 

Dr. Tarun Dhingra, Professor, SOB, UPES, Dehradun 

 

Mr. C. Manoharan, Director, Refinery, Essar Oil Ltd (EOL) in Vadinar, Jamnagar district in 

Gujarat, just came out of a board level meeting of Essar (Exhibit-1) on 8th November, 2012 where 

he was asked to prepare the Annual Business Plan (ABP) for the Financial Year (FY) 2013-14. 

While reading the last year’s report, he realised that EOL has been spending INR15 mn on fodder 

and water to local villages since last 10 years. In the same meeting, Mr. Deepak Arora, CEO, Essar 

Foundation (Exhibit-2) presented sustainability initiatives (corporate social responsibility (CSR) 

activities) undertaken by the Essar Foundation, the CSR arm of Essar.  

It’s been more than six years since Mr. Manoharan took charge of the refinery as Director. He has 

been undertaking various projects in process streamlining, standardization and optimization in the 

refinery operations. Mr. Manoharan is very much in control on most of the operations and plans 

inside the refinery site. However, there is something bothering him about his interface with the 

local community regarding addressing their needs in a sustainable manner. He feels challenged 

when he has to deal with an erstwhile commitment made by the leadership team as part of the land 

acquisition process, to provide for fodder to the affected villages as compensation. The refinery 

acquired the land which was single crop land and was producing fodder, so it was obligatory for 



the business to provide for fodder. The business has made this open ended commitment and have 

provisioned in the annual budgets every year. In addition to fodder, there is a longstanding 

commitment to provide drinking water because it’s a drought prone area with scanty rainfall 

coupled with salinity Vadinar being a coastal area. Mr. Manoharan contemplates as to how long 

the business will keep supplying water and fodder to the local community and why can’t there be 

an alternative and more sustainable way out. 

Consequently, he contacted Mr. Arora and discussed this challenge and enquired whether Essar 

Foundation can develop a blueprint which can solve this. After the discussion, he handed this 

assignment to Mr. Arora. At the same time, Mr. Manoharan was wondering whether this kind of 

initiative would make the relationship with existing stakeholders like community better OR would 

they react adversely to this kind of programme, where the fodder supply will be done on a daily 

basis. Historically there has been incidents of community conflict where the village leader have 

protested in front of the gate of the refinery and vehicle movement was disturbed. His top priority 

remains maintaining a good corporate community relationship. He cannot afford to have a 

company community conflict. Mr. Manoharan has a dilemma, should he continue providing 

support to surrounding communities as he has been or go for a sustainable programme already 

implemented in some measure by Essar Foundation and which can be enhanced?  

Meanwhile, Mr. Arora, after meeting Mr. Manoharan, is also confronted by a dilemma. The task 

he has been handed over is very challenging especially because of the local environmental 

conditions such as coastal area, saline water and soil, erratic rainfall, absence of a perennial river 

and no dam water supply. He calls for a team discussion to get some more inputs.  

Mr. Arora informed his team members that they had received an exciting opportunity at 

Essar Oil Refinery site, where the Director, Refinery has tasked Essar Foundation to work 

out a blueprint to address the availability of water and fodder to the local community in 

sustainable manner with minimum dependency on the business. He suggested that the team 

members should work on getting some primary and secondary information about climate, 

water, rainfall, topography, agriculture pattern, cattle population and any other relevant 

information that would be helpful for the assignment. He suggested that they all should 

meet after two days once they have collected the information and then work on the blue 

print for a sustainable plan.  

Although the CSR team is briefed, but in the hindsight, Mr. Arora feels cautious apprehension on 

whether they would be able to develop a practical and feasible plan. Various questions cross his 

mind. Considering the climatic challenges, how many months or years will it take to implement 

the plan? What would be the ideal budget and time plan to manage the transition? A knee jerk 

reaction may create unrest in the community leading to a company community conflict which 

might be a highly dangerous situation to be in.  



Essar is a US$ 35-billion multinational corporation with investments in Steel, Energy, 

Infrastructure and Services. With operations in more than 29 countries, it employs over 60,000 

people (Exhibit-1).  Essar Energy (LSE:ESSR) is a world class, low-cost, integrated energy 

company with an established track record.  

Essar Energy, through its subsidiaries, owns one of India's largest private power producers with 

3,910 MW of installed capacity and projects under construction to expand its capacity to 6,700 

MW. 

Essar Oil Ltd (EOL) is a fully integrated oil & gas company of international scale with strong 

presence across the hydrocarbon value chain from exploration & production to refining and oil 

retail. Essar Oil owns India’s second largest single site refinery having a capacity of 20 MMTPA 

and complexity of 11.8, which is amongst the highest globally. It has a portfolio of onshore and 

offshore oil & gas blocks with about 1.7 billion barrels of oil equivalent in reserves & resources. 

There are more than 1,600 Essar-branded oil retail outlets in various parts of India.  

Essar Refinery in Vadinar falls under District Jamnagar of Gujarat (Exhibit-3). The refinery 

operations are also supplemented by other support businesses such as power plants and ports. 17 

villages contributed land for the refinery site. These villages fall under two talukas namely, 

Khambaliya and Lalpur in Jamnagar district.  As per the Census of India 2011, Jamnagar had a 

population of 2,159,130 of which male and female were 1,114,360 and 1,044,770 respectively. 

The average literacy rate of Jamnagar is 82.35 percent and 65.97 percent among males and females 

respectively (Exhibit-4).  

Environmental Practices at EOL 

EOL evaluates environmental risks continuously in its operations through risk and impact 

assessments and regular audits. The approach is towards mitigating risks, minimising pollution, 

reducing the environmental footprint and optimising resource consumption. All the environmental 

aspects, impacts and plans are part of an environmental management plan which is specific to each 

site. 

The environmental management plans are aligned with the international environmental 

management system ISO 14001:2004 and the Essar Oil Refinery at Vadinar is a certified location. 

Essar Oil was ranked second in India looking across all sectors and industries in Carbon Disclosure 

Leadership Index in CDP India Climate Change Report 2013. Its fuel switch project registered for 

carbon credits.  EOL was recommended by Det Norske Veritas for certification to Energy 

Management System – ISO 50001:2011. The Vadinar Refinery saves 95 million kWh of energy. 

EOL achieved 20 percent reduction in hazardous waste in 2013-14 and zero oil spills reported by 

all sites.  

Mr. Prabhanjan Dixit (Head of Health Safety and Environment Department of EOL) shares that 

his department undertakes a number of proactive and sustainable initiatives. As a process, the 



department carries out a thorough risk assessment for each aspect of the business operation and 

structured projects are initiated to mitigate potential risk especially in the area of environmental 

sustainability.  

Mr. Dixit informs, “We are looking at developing alternatives to sea water. One of the 

options is rainwater harvesting. But due to erratic rainfall in the region, the availability of 

rainwater is not guaranteed. An Essar business entity has been awarded a contract by 

Jamnagar Municipal Corporation to build and operate a Sewage Treatment Plant (STP) of 

70 million liters per day capacity. The treated water will be available in next three to four 

years after which it may be used for refinery operations and few other domestic purposes. 

The treated water will be available on cost basis but, it should compensate for the de-

salinization cost of sea water. Currently, the other alternative used is water from river 

Narmada through pipeline, which is also distributed to four villages, located close to the 

incoming pipeline. The villages around refinery site face huge issues of water availability 

both for domestic use as well as for irrigation.  

Essar is also planning to get a Hydro–Geological study done for the refinery site which will provide 

a clear baseline of what type of earth layers, water aquifers are there underneath the site. The 

department is closely monitoring the ambient air quality at the site and the reporting is very 

transparent and a real time access to Pollution Control Board Office has been provided so they 

may independently check the ambient air quality data directly with support from the department.  

EOL leadership believes that international standards and benchmarks should be followed to 

achieve excellence in every business operation. We publish the Annual Sustainability Report 

which is issued as compliance to GRI4 Guidelines. GRI4 Guidelines have 90 aspects of reporting 

against three major areas: Economic, Social and Environment. To achieve these set benchmarks, 

clearly defined roles and responsibilities are documented and standardized”. 

The business is implementing best practices to sustain and mitigate the environmental risks. 

However, they are also confronted with external environmental challenges outside of the 

immediate refinery site. Gujarat has 1,600 km long coast line that is about one third of India’s 

coast line. Out of this 1,125 km of coast line passes through Saurashtra and Kachchh regions. 

There are very few perennial rivers such as Narmada, Tapi and Mahi, which flow through Southern 

Gujarat region. There are no perennial rivers in Saurashtra and Kachchh regions. This refinery site 

is located on the coastal belt of Saurashtra. The coastal areas have a very fragile resource base that 

affect the economy, agriculture and other activities. The basic problem that concerns water is 

salinity intrusion due to migration of sea water landwards. This phenomenon causes reduction in 

drinking and irrigation water supplies of usable quality.  

The Saurashtra peninsula experiences arid to semi-arid type climatic condition. The average annual 

rainfall of Khambhaliya is 519.8 mm and Lalpur is 428.7 mm (Exhibit-6). About 95 percent of 

average annual rainfall is received in the Southwest Monsoon season with July being the rainiest 



month. The rainfall generally decreases from Southwest to Northwest. On an average, there are 24 

rainy days in Khambhaliya taluka and 19 days in Lalpur taluka. 

Mr. Ram Kirpal Lodhi, Head of Environment Department of EOL, Vadinar believes that 

credibility is the biggest criteria for sustainability. The refinery uses 6,000 meter cube of water per 

hour for various catalytically fracturing operations. Some good initiatives include the use of steam 

for power generation and then reusing the low pressure steam in refinery.   

He explains how the strategic environment management practices evolved over a period of six to 

eight years. 

“Before the refinery business came to this area, the major livelihood was farming, casual 

labor and migration to other areas (Exhibit-7&8). The refinery operation provided a number 

of jobs and contracting opportunities to the locals and especially, to the families who 

contributed their land.  

When Mr. Manoharan joined as Director, Refinery a few years ago, he initiated a number 

of projects internally to bring efficiencies, systems and processes, standard operating 

procedures and improved safety practices. Most of his efforts are lauded by the seniors 

heading departments like Health & Safety and Environment. With his drive and 

commitment, the Refinery got various international level certifications. The business got 

the third party evaluations under Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) which is done on 

voluntarily basis. In 2013-14 out of 170 companies from India that participated in CDP, 

EOL was the first in the sector.  

EOL has a very robust Environment Department that works on environmental related matters 

especially meeting and in some cases surpassing regulatory compliances. Five key areas of focus 

include waste management, water management, soil management, energy management and 

chemical handling.  

In case of water, the company uses sea water for its business operations and some water received 

from Narmada is used for domestic use and part of it is distributed to the priority villages around 

the site. Ground water is not used in any of the operations. The major focus remains on 100 percent 

recycling of water. The refinery operation uses 6,000 meter cube water per hour.  

The business currently depends on two water sources, sea water and supply from Narmada. 

Currently, the refinery capacity is 20 MMTPA. In future, if the management decides to increase 

the capacity, we would need to have a sustainable supply of water for our operations. Also, we 

should be prepared for some alternatives since there may be a change in environmental and marine 

laws prohibiting drawing of sea water”.  

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities at EOL 



Till the year 2013, EOL used to implement its CSR activities through an internal department called 

Community Relation Group (CRG). These activities, as per the Group level Policy, were thereafter 

implemented by Essar Foundation. Apart from the long term commitment for Community Health 

Centre, all other CSR activities were more of transactional in nature. CSR was a shared 

responsibility of CRG team along with other few responsibilities they had. Since no professional 

set was in place, the CSR activities were not planned with a strategic view of development. Other 

key components of the plan such as the detailed need assessment, baseline indicators, stakeholder 

analysis, actors and factors analysis, coping strategy, resource mobilization etc were also partially 

available. Most of the CSR activities were request based and disintegrated. Essar Foundation, the 

CSR arm of Essar, through its relentless endeavors has actualized positive changes in the lives of 

more than 10,00,000 beneficiaries so far in over 500 villages spread across eight states in  India. 

Essar proliferates and meets its social purpose beyond country’s borders, where it operates, by 

impacting thousands through its CSR activities. Working across diverse geographies, Essar 

Foundation employs distinct approaches to suit the local settings through a slew of tenable 

development activities. These efforts range from healthcare provision, agriculture improvement, 

sports promotion, skill enhancement to water resources development. To maximize the impact of 

its work, Essar Foundation forges close partnerships with district administration and local 

community institutions, thus facilitating development in hinterlands by giving shape to local 

aspiration and augmenting development indicators. The vision, mission, objectives, policy and 

structure of Essar Foundation can be referred from Exhibit-2. 

Essar Foundation actively pursues a collaborative approach, wherein the focus is to ensure 

corresponding growth of Essar’s businesses and communities in the proximity by preparing 

productive grounds for sustainable development and accomplishing it through collective action. 

The Foundation strives to build on the inherent spirit and knowledge of communities to ensure 

advancement, which is community driven and has lasting impact. It is this belief system, which 

powers the Foundation’s teams in 12 districts to maintain steadfast efforts by negotiating adverse 

conditions comprising tough terrains, remoteness and thus, planting and nurturing seeds of 

progress. 

It becomes significant to mention that the context for a corporate operating in a community is very 

different from an NGO or a community based organizations that are perceived to be neutral. Hence, 

the expectations of the communities also vary from corporates. This includes expectations of 

employment, contracts and funds, which results in added challenge for the corporates. Various 

stakeholders with vested interests don’t allow initiatives to last for long-term and are not ready to 

adopt the initiatives once the corporates manage to operationalize and keep them going. These 

expectations need to be managed and contained otherwise it has been observed that these 

stakeholders create hurdles in business operations. The company community conflict can arise out 

of socio-political or geo-political reasons and sometimes due to misperceptions prevailing in the 

communities.  The core sector businesses are typical, because they are physically present in area 

for a much longer period. There are some direct and indirect impacts of the business operation on 



the community and ecology. The business did make a commitment to provide water and fodder to 

the villages around the site as part of its land acquisition compensatory measure. This commitment 

is being fulfilled every year to avoid any discontent.  

Mr. Arora, CEO, Essar Foundation has following views and plans to deal with the issues at hand: 

“The core sector has different challenges compared to Fast-Moving Consumer Goods 

(FMCG) or retail sectors. In core sector, you acquire land and are physically present for a 

much longer period. The business operation has some direct impacts such as on health, 

livelihood and education etc. There are some indirect impacts such as water shortage (not 

evidently visible), air quality etc. where the correlation cannot be established without any 

impact study.  

Sustainability is actually to be seen in overall context. We should set progressive 

benchmarks so that the planet remains the way it is. We are working on various short, 

medium and long-term plans which are in discussion with various business heads and 

hopeful to see the light of the day soon.  

We also view CSR from life cycle perceptive that if we link our CSR efforts with the 

business life cycle, then we see clearer because we have micro level plan to address social 

and environmental challenges. Also the nature of engagement with the community and 

other stakeholders vary from project stage to operation stage. It also varies from location 

to location. Our engagement in Gujarat will be very different from Bihar or Chhattisgarh. 

We are looking at issues and challenges in a participatory and joint approach with the 

community, its representatives and Government with a thrust on demand drive and not 

supply focused.   

We have a robust Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) system that operates at two levels. At 

the micro-level, each CSR project is designed with an ingrained assessment system. Linked 

with all project stages – planning, execution, assessment and exit, these M&E system 

essentially aims at improving service delivery and ensuring optimum resource allocation, 

thereby, identifying need for mid-course correction required for translating activities into 

anticipated outcomes.  

The Essar Foundation team is capable because of having requisite skill set and experience 

to understand issues on both sides: business and community. We are hopeful that we will 

deliver greater results over the period of time. We also envisage a trend where the corporate 

foundations also evolve in the role of knowledge creators”.   

Essar Foundation has a team of three people (One Senior Manager and two Assistant Managers) 

based in Vadinar Refinery site who are working in implementing CSR activities on ground. A 

detailed baseline study of all the villages is being conducted to understand the status of Education, 

Health, Livelihoods, Civic Infrastructure, Water, Agriculture and other important demographics. 



This study will also help in mapping the local resources, technical institutions and other 

community based initiatives to avoid duplication or re-inventing.  

EOL has been supplying water through tankers to the local community. The ground water quality 

is not potable due to salinity in most of the villages, so the water is taken from the source such as 

well where the water is sweet. The tankers fill the water from this source and supply in villages 

spanning over 15-20 KM area. EOL has fixed the water tanker rates and the vendors are 

compensated based on number of tankers. More than 80 tankers with an average capacity of 12,000 

ltr supply water to 15 villages on a daily basis. The number and frequency varies village to village 

and also during summers and winter. Similarly, the fodder is supplied to the ‘Gaushala-Cowsheds’ 

maintained and managed by each village on a collective basis. There are more than 2,500 cows in 

these sheds and a fixed rate of Rs. 285 per cattle per month is provided. These two commitments 

are being honored continually for more than 10 years now. 

Apart from water and fodder provision, the EOL has been doing various CSR activities in the area 

to support the local community. One of the flagship programs is 24x7 health care services, which 

is being provided through a Community Health Centre (CHC) operating at Village Jakhar. The 

CHC has three components, walk-in OPDs, Child and Mother Care centre and mobile health van 

program. Apart from this, the local schools are supported with education materials, uniforms and 

other supplies. An apparel manufacturing unit with tailoring center for women is functioning in 

Salaya training more than 50 women every quarter towards earning an income.  

Program designs also transitioned from single-time activities to follow up requirements and also 

to scale up models. The Project/program implementation strategy is twofold, direct, where the 

Foundation has in-house capability and the other through partners, where the project needs special 

expertise. For example, currently in the field of Education, the programs are limited to material 

supply and some scholarships, so it is implemented directly. Health being specialized area and also 

requires follow up, the CHC project is being implemented through Samarpan Hospital located in 

Jamnagar city. For back up and follow up, the Samarpan Hospital is available, which has all 

requisite expertise, facilities and equipment to respond to any medical emergency. A formal annual 

contract is issued to the Samarpan Hospital to make provision of doctors, paramedics, medicines, 

ambulance service and other requirements. EOL in partnership with District Administration has 

developed a Model Anganwadi, a preschool crèche, run by the local government department. This 

is a scale up model, which is now being taken up by the District Administration to replicate across 

the district. There are very few NGOs working in the area. The government schemes are being 

implemented by the District Administration. The EOL’s CSR is trying to compliment and 

supplement government’s efforts to make their schemes more effective.  

CSR Head’s Dilemma 

Mr. Arora, CEO, Essar Foundation, has few questions in his mind while he works on a plan. These 

include how to address sustainability, what elements of blueprint he shall plan for meeting with 



the Director, Refinery. Can there be an institutional mechanism to address this water and fodder 

issue rather than this transactional response. Can there be other options besides supplying water 

through tanker which could have quality issues too. Water quality in turn affects the health of the 

community due to water borne diseases. Can we involve Government in any manner to make such 

provisions? Can fodder be locally made available because dependence on fodder from outside 

being expensive and sometime not available? 

He simultaneously keeps in mind the thought that in future such sustainability plans need to be 

replicated for other Essar companies and may be on different aspects or challenges faced there. 

His other concerns are on how to incorporate expectations of various stakeholders, so that the plan 

gets approval as well as works on ground without any disruption or delay.   

The challenge for the Vadinar CSR team was to gather baseline information about water and fodder 

and to be ready for the meeting with the Mr. Arora. They struggled to get data from various sources 

due to various practical reasons. Another challenging scenario they faced when they discussed this 

matter with the local community was that a negative air started building up and few questions 

arose like why Essar Foundation team is gathering this information, are you going to stop the water 

and fodder supply?    

After two days, Mr. Arora and his team reassembled to discuss their next steps to develop the blue 

print which was to be presented to Mr. Manoharan.  

Mr. Awadhesh Pathak who is the CSR lead for Vadinar makes few important observations. 

Firstly, there is no reliable data available about the situation on ground since the District 

Administration has information about the district, which is mapped on a very high scale, 

without capturing the micro details of individual localities. So the specific information 

about these 15 villages regarding ground water status, water table etc. is not available.  

The team also spoke to few villagers where they discussed about the salinity in the ground 

water due to coastal proximity, causing health problem, crop damage and top soil 

deterioration.  

There are more than 500 wells in the area which start drying up in December every year 

till next monsoon. There are few check dams for rain water harvesting but not maintained 

properly and hence are almost non-functional. When discussed with the irrigation 

department, they said they do not have budget for this since these projects are now bundled 

under MGNREGA Scheme to provide employment opportunity to local villagers.   

The nearest dam which is called Ghee Juth Dam is more than 35 KM away. The 

government has proposed to connect these villages to access that dam water through 

pipeline, but the project is stuck due to various administrative and financial reasons. The 

community either depends on the ground water or on the water supplied through the tankers 

provided by Essar since last few years. Essar can explore the status of the pipeline work 



from the dam to these villages, where is it stuck. If the pipeline brings the water to these 

villages, then next task could be to mobilize Water and Sanitation Management 

Organisation (WASMO) in Gujarat to lay the internal water distribution pipeline inside the 

villages. WASMO funds 90 percent of the project cost and 10 percent of the cost is to be 

bore by the beneficiary village collectively.  

The green fodder is available only for two to three months during and after monsoon. Off 

season fodder is procured from Khambaliya, which is 15 km away and is expensive. There 

is a need to develop some mechanisms to store bulk fodder during the season and use it 

over the year. This requires some in-depth understanding and feasibility study about 

various options and models.  

Mr. Arora’s challenge is now to explore what are the possible alternatives available/can be created 

to ensure availability of water and fodder on long term basis? What kind of resources would be 

required to achieve this? Who are the other stakeholders, who can provide support, financial, 

technical or in implementation? What is the blueprint of this proposal and how will it be 

implemented?  

  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Exhibit-2:  About ESSAR FOUNDATION  

Vision  

To become a catalyst of positive change in the society.  

Mission  

To improve the quality of social and economic life of our neighborhood communities and make 

positive contribution to the life of all those who are directly or indirectly impacted by our business, 

products, and services.  

Objectives   

The CSR objectives can be broadly categorized into 3 categories, which are the following –  

Corporate objectives –  

 Build the brand equity of the company with the government, media, stakeholders, and 

communities.  

 Enable the group to raise resources globally.  

 Enable an interaction with the governments of various countries.  

Business level objectives –  

 Enable availability of industry specific talent to support growth.  

 Enable linkage with market opportunities, wherever possible.  

 Promote and support forms that enable an encouraging policy environment.  

Plant level objectives –  

 Facilitate interaction with communities and stakeholders. Create forum for a balanced 

negotiation by enlarging the spectrum of development to non-political groups.  

 Enable interaction on issues such as land acquisition.  

 Reduce disparity in the region, as disparity leads to social tensions leading to damage to 

the smooth functioning of business. 
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Exhibit-4 – Population of the target villages  

 

Sr. 

No 

Village Name Block Name Total 

Population 

No. of 

Households 

Avg/Per 

HH  

1 Vadinar Jam 

Khambhaliya 

6578 1116 5.89 

2 Bharana 4113 605 6.80 

3 Timbadi 870 155 5.61 

4 Sodha 

Taraghadi 

873 192 4.55 

5 Kathi 

Devariya 

835 188 4.44 

6 Nana Mandha 1330 216 6.16 

7 Mota Mandha 1446 254 5.69 

8 Parodiya 1758 267 6.58 

9 Kajurada 952 163 5.84 

10 Vadaliya 

Sinhan 

1198 215 5.57 

11 Singach Lalpur 3514 593 5.93 

12 Jakhar 2602 507 5.13 

13 Mithoi 1161 212 5.48 

14 Modpar 3193 475 6.72 

15 Rasangpar 1013 203 4.99 

  Total   31436 5361 5.86 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Exhibit-5 – Refining capacity in India (source- Ministry of Petroleum, oil& Gas)  

 

 

  



Exhibit-6- Rainfall data of the two Taluka  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mm Days mm Days

January 0.2 0.1 0 0

February 0 0 0.9 0.1

March 1.7 0.2 0.6 0.1

April 0 0 0 0

May 1.6 0.2 2.8 0.1

June 103.3 4.7 66.8 2.6

July 232.5 8.5 205.7 8.5

August 120.7 6.4 103.8 4.7

September 35.6 2.9 36.6 2

October 12.5 0.6 5.7 0.3

November 11.1 0.2 4.5 0.3

December 0.6 0.1 1.3 0.2

Annual 519.8 23.9 428.7 18.9

Normals of Rainfall

Month Khambhaliya Lalpur

Rainfall

Source: IMD, GOI, 1995



Exhibit-7- Land use pattern of the target villages  

 

Sr. 

No 

Village Block Area (Ha) 

Total  

Area  

 

Irrigated 

Land - 

Well 

Without 

Electricit

y 

Irrigate

d Land 

- Well 

With 

Electric

ity 

Un-

irriga

ted 

Land 

Cultiva

ble 

Waste 

Area not 

available 

for 

Cultivati

on 

1 Vadinar Khambh

aliya 

669.8 0 1.1 459.7 71 138 

2 Bharana 1849.8 40.5 20.2 1385.

1 

144.4 259.6 

3 Timbadi 967.7 12.1 4.2 738.4 80.6 132.4 

4 Sodha 

Taraghadi 

338.2 62.1 11.2 140.4 33.8 90.7 

5 Kathi 

Devariya 

559.1 23.2 18.9 473.1 25.8 18.1 

6 Nana Mandha 1484.7 201 13.1 680.3 141.7 448.6 

7 Mota Mandha 2062 48.1 74.3 1415.

6 

96 428 

8 Parodiya 865.9 74 2 567.6 23.8 198.5 

9 Kajurada 1150 18.4 8.9 905.8 74.1 142.8 

10 Vadaliya 

Sinhan 

1010.9 98.4 63.3 555.5 80.7 213 

11 Singach Lalpur 1473.4 39 52 1010 210.4 162 

12 Jakhar 3099.3 50.5 70.3 1970.

7 

163.1 844.7 

13 Mithoi 1281.2 26.4 42.8 991.5 77.2 143.3 

14 Modpar 2559.9 67 100.5 1365.

6 

235.1 791.7 

15 Rasangpar 1363.7 35.6 39.5 962.4 137.1 189.1 

  Total   20735.

6 

796.3 522.3 1362

1.7 

1594.8 4200.5 

 

 

  



Exhibit-8- Village Wise Land Use Pattern (Land Area in Ha) 
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